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Who do you think of when you hear “autism” mentioned? Maybe a familiar trope comes to 

mind: an eccentric white male, perhaps in the vein of The Big Bang Theory’s socially naïve 

genius Dr Sheldon Cooper, or savant Raymond Babbitt of Rainman fame. Endearing though 

they may be, characters like these reflect outdated and stereotypical understandings of autism 

that can have harmful consequences for autistic young people. Indeed, for many autistic 

people, these stereotypes and the stigma that they reinforce may be a greater barrier to 

wellbeing than the characteristics of autism itself.1  

Link and Phelan2 define stigma as comprising four component parts: 1) labelling of human 

differences; 2) associating labelled groups with negative stereotypes; 3) separating labelled 

groups from the majority in an “us” and “them” dynamic; and 4) status loss and 

discrimination against labelled groups. Importantly, stigmatization can only occur within the 

context of a social power imbalance – to enact stigma, a dominant group (the “us”) must hold 

enough power to engage in individual and/or structural discrimination against a labelled 

group (the “them”).  

Autistic people are vulnerable to each of the four component processes by which 

stigmatization occurs,1 and research to date has found considerable evidence of the 

stigmatization of autistic people and their families. Parents of autistic children, for example, 

consistently report that they and their children are subject to negative stereotyping and 

judgement; social isolation and rejection; and discrimination.3 Non-autistic people can hold 

dehumanizing attitudes, viewing autistic people as child-like, even though autistic children 

inevitably grow up to become autistic adults.4 Non-autistic people are less willing to engage 

socially with autistic (versus non-autistic) people, and make negative judgements about 

autistic children and adults after just seconds of exposure.5  



Unsurprisingly, the experience of stigmatization can have considerable negative impacts for 

autistic people. Exposure to stigmatizing events, repeated rejection, and discrimination can 

result in internalized stigma.1 Internalized stigma refers to the process of applying negative 

societal beliefs to one’s personal identity. Internalized stigma has been described as the most 

insidious form of minority stress because, although it stems from negative external attitudes, 

it can become “self-generating”, persisting even in the absence of direct external judgement.6 

For autistic adults, greater internalized stigma is associated with significantly poorer social, 

emotional, and psychological wellbeing, as well as higher levels of psychological distress.1 

Although research on autistic young people’s experiences of internalized stigma is limited, in 

interviews about their time at school and views of being autistic, autistic adolescents often 

talk negatively - wishing to be ‘normal’ or thinking they have a ‘bad brain’,7 suggesting that 

young people are indeed vulnerable to internalized stigma. To counter this, we must avoid 

exposing autistic young people to negative attitudes about autism, instead adopting a 

strengths-based approach to their care.  

Stigma presents an even greater barrier for those autistic young people who do not conform 

to the pop-culture cliché of autism. While we might be forgiven for believing that autism is 

the exclusive realm of white men and boys, the autistic community largely mirrors the 

diversity of the broader community in terms of race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and so on. 

Many of these identities carry their own forms of stigmatization, compounding the stigma 

faced by autistic people. A Black autistic child, for example, faces not only the stigma 

associated with their race and that associated with being autistic, but also specific stigma that 

arises from being simultaneously Black and autistic.8  It is imperative, therefore, that we 

understand autistic young people’s experiences not only in light of their identity as autistic, 

but also in relation to the many and varied intersectional identities they may inhabit.  



The Sheldon Cooper archetype, reinforced by media portrayals of autistic characters, 

emerged in part as a result of deeply ingrained biases within the autism research and practice 

establishment. For example, one highly influential theory of autism described autistic people 

as having Theory of Mind deficits and, by extension, lacking empathy. This idea was later 

extended to become the Extreme Male Brain theory of autism, which posits that autistic 

people have hypermasculine patterns of cognitive processing. Arguably, these concepts, 

which have been dominant in autism research and practice for decades despite questionable 

empirical support,9 have likely propagated and maintained the damaging stereotype that all 

autistic people are unempathetic boys. In practical terms, such theories have led to 

interventions that aim to teach autistic young people conventional social skills, sending the 

message that autistic people must suppress their authentic ways of being in order to conform 

to normative expectations.10 This conformity, termed ‘camouflaging’, carries potentially 

significant consequences to the young person’s mental health and sense of identity More 

recently, there have been calls for a shift in intervention targets, with a focus on fostering 

autism acceptance in the general community and thereby reducing the burden of conformity 

for autistic young people.10  

Preliminary efforts to reduce autism stigma have occurred in the form of autism acceptance 

training programs, which aim to increase participants’ knowledge of autism and provide 

insight into autistic people’s lives, with promising results. For example, school-based 

interventions can improve non-autistic school students’ autism knowledge, and online 

training can reduce autism stigma in university students. 11 Such programs, however, are 

limited in their scope, aiming to shift attitudes at the individual level only. To fully address 

the stigmatization of autistic people, multifaceted and multilevel approaches are required.2 

Stigma arises from a complex interplay of individual and structural factors, and reducing 

stigma requires addressing both. Two key elements are needed if we are to eradicate autism 



stigma. First, we must change the deep-seated negative beliefs and stereotypes about autism 

that are so common, within autism science, medicine, and the broader community. We can 

begin this process by reflecting on our own assumptions and biases when working with 

autistic young people, and learning from the experiences of autistic adults – who were once, 

after all, autistic children. Autistic advocates have been working to promote autism 

acceptance for decades, with some success; but collectively, autistic people lack the social 

power to engender wide-scale social change. This brings us to the second key point: we must 

work to break down the systemic and structural barriers that oppress autistic young people 

and, in doing so, counter the social power imbalance that facilitates the enacting of stigma. It 

is only through widespread change at both the individual and systemic levels that we can shift 

attitudes about autism and counter the harmful effects of stigma.  
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